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1 the following be by the Joint

Committee,

BOOTHS, That on election the voting be and clearly

locally as in the location of the

to be at a if was no notice to

them.

PA3TY NAME. That confusion not occur a for

a political party a similar e.g. in election

Liberal for forests. This for a vote for the Liberal Party,

FES POLLING. That polling opportunities be widely

booths be available*

SCHUTINBBHS. That be supervised while they the vote

counters* could be an opportunity for at this of

counting. Incorrectly ballot papers, all

to be shown without fail to the Booth Officer in charge*

VOTING PB1PBJB31CBS. This is the controversial section of the ¥/hole

system. If there 12 for voter only

to vote for candidate of the others, it should be

choice to a 1 only in that the

be an informal vote as it is at time it a

formal vote to write 1, 2,2,2 voting changed so all

had to a or it informal this be considered

a voter is forced to give to

Yoter does to do so which is only voter to

to comply so their opinion but this an vote.

The other alternative is to turn up at the bootht record jour presence place

a blank ballot paper in the box_and not vots, at.,,.all*-.-And this does happen.

Enclosed is a letter to the Editor of the Geeloag Advertiser which

lit but illustrates the confusion which our voting system

perpetrated. A return to actually voting for you wish to vote no other

would be a most welcome development,

GS'SLONG SL3CTOSAL OFFICE, Information the Geeloag Electoral Office

spokesperson queried on subject of informing voters of their rights

and the opinion that whilst use and

to the public, had they extra a letter would be

the most means by which they could get their across.
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